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Belt driven pleated patio system
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(Industry Award Winning Awning ACASPA 2004)

The ��������� belt driven pleated patio system is the
ideal solution for creating extra useable space, whether
this be for restaurants, clubs, hotels, or at home. The
��������� system derives much of its functionality from
the excellence in engineering with the very clever use of
the Kevlar fabricated drive belts to move the awning from
the fully closed position to being fully open, or somewhere
in between. The ��������� offers the choice of manual
operation, or for larger awnings a motor with remote
control is the preference of most customers.

When fully retracted, the pleats simply fold away to
minimize the storage space. The retractable nature of the
��������� offers year round options to provide sun
screening in summer, or weather protection during the
winter months. The ��������� cross-bars have been
specifically designed to allow water to drain to either side
of the awning. With greater fall, the water can drain over
the front of the awning, if that is the requirement. The
pleats of the ��������� can be made to suit individual size
requirements, offering the best possible solution for all
applications.

The ��������� has a powdercoated aluminium structure
and is extruded to ensure maximum strength and
durability. The ��������� can be manufactured in a wide
range of sizes, from widths as little as 3 metres, to larger
��������� models up to 18 metres wide. The ��������
projection can be as much as 6 metres, but larger
projections are available, provided the awning is top fixed.
The elegant front posts complete the awning, and where
required, offer the optional fitment of clear PVC screens,
to enclose the front of the awning.

The ��������� awning offers full versatility, with a range
of fabric options including acrylic, PVC coated fabrics or
screen mesh (just to name a few). Your choice of fabric
will ensure the right covering is available to suit your
needs. The ��������� offers individual pleats of fabric,
and should any damage occur, only the damaged pleat
needs to be replaced – a real saving for the future. With a
wide open space feel to ��������� it offers a solution to
space utilization, not found with other systems where posts
etc clutter the available area.

